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FIVE-TRY PARK GET ANOTHER WIN

Park take the game to Fylde as Ed Milne is driven on [Photo by Marian Parker]

W

elcome to Parknews. Park deservedly won with a bonus point
against Fylde last Saturday, but it was hard to escape the feeling that the final score of 36-19 perhaps under-valued Fylde’s contribution to the match. In the first half - admittedly with a strong wind
at their backs - for long periods they starved Park of any worthwhile
possession. Overall it was a young Park side with several changes of
personnel that took the field, and it took a while before they really
clicked. It was certainly only in patches during the first half that Park
played the Rugby we are really capable of, but the other side of that
particular coin is that if you can score five tries against Fylde while
playing below what you are capable of… But Coaches and players
alike will be aware that away to Coventry this coming weekend will
be a significantly tougher assignment.

Last Saturday’s attendance was boosted by those at the Former Players’ Lunch,
but even so it looked a pretty good turnout for an end of season match against
a side in the bottom half of the League. Perhaps partly we are benefitting from
the sad demise of London Welsh, but it would be nice to think that people
are attracted to what we have to offer in terms of entertainment and ambience. Please do spread the word and encourage your friends and colleagues
to come along and sample the club. A couple of hundred extra on the gate
every match would make a big difference.

This Saturday

T

his coming Saturday’s opponents, Coventry, get the largest home gates
in National One, and they really get behind their team. It would be great
to see and hear a small army of Park supporters at the match. Coventry is less
than an hour from Euston on the fast Virgin trains from Euston (make sure you
book an advance ticket to get the cheap fares). If you have a little more time
then the slightly slower London Midland service - also from Euston - has some
really cheap fares available. The Coventry ground at Butts Arena is walkable in
15 minutes for most people.

Saturday 01 April

Coventry v 1st XV
National 1
Away KO 3:00PM

Nomads v London Exiles 2
Surrey Championship
Home (4G) KO 12:00PM

Hatters v Kew Occasionals
Friendly
Home (4G) KO 2:00PM

B XV TBA
Fours TBA
Next 1st XV home match
Saturday 08 April

1st XV v Hull Ionians

National 1
Home KO 3:00PM
To book for the pre-match lunch please
contact David Booth in the Club Office on
020 8876 6044

Coventry are old friends from the time that both clubs were in Rugby’s top

Send all articles, reports, letters and photos to news@rosslynpark.co.uk
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Park spot a hole in the Fylde defence [all match photos by Marian Parker]

That galvanised Park, who began to win worthwhile possession and pressed the visiting defence, leading to a yellow card for Fylde full-back Warren Spragg.

flight, though the two clubs first met at Coventry in December
1898! Cov have made no secret of their ambition to return to the
top flight, having recently invested over a million pounds in obtaining the master lease to their Butts Arena, which will allow them
to develop it into one of the best grounds in the country. They have
been in the forefront of clubs denouncing the proposed salary cap
in National 1 to the extent that they have said they will ignore it.
Doubtless there will be some interesting discussions at the Committee Lunch!

Park took full advantage. Winger Josh Watkins got over
from close range on 32 minutes, fly half Harry Leonard’s
conversion halving the deficit.
Six minutes later Leonard turned provider, with a smart
grubber kick inside his own half starting a superb move
that was finished off by centre Rhys Crane under the posts.
Leonard’s conversion attempt was charged down so Fylde
took a 14-12 lead into the second half, but this time facing
the wind.

However, most of us will be more concerned with what is happening on the field. The two Clubs are parted by only a single point
in the League table. Matches at Butts Arena have always been extremely tight and well-contested affairs and there is no reason that
Saturday’s match will be any different. Both clubs achieved 5-point
wins last Saturday, in Coventry’s case away to Cambridge by 36-27.
If you can make it, there’s a map showing the ground location at
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/map.srfx=432384&y=278762&z=0&s
v=CV1+3GE&st=2&pc=CV1+3GE&mapp=map.srf&searchp=ids.srf

At the Rock

I

f you can’t make Coventry then there is some excellent (free!) entertainment available at the Rock. The Nomads should be back
from their tour to Cape Town to play their Surrey Championship
match against London Exiles 2, due to kick off on the 4G at noon.
After that the Hatters, who have completed a successful season in
the Zoo Sports Shield, play a ‘friendly’ against old rivals in the form
of Kew Occasionals. That is due to kick off at 2:00PM. If last week’s
curtain raiser involving the Fours is anything to go by there should
be some rich entertainment. Why not come along and perhaps enjoy the odd alfresco beer on a pleasant afternoon?

Rosslyn Park 36
Fylde 19

P

ark began to dominate play and forward pressure from a series of pick-and-drives ended with Watkins sniping his second
try from close range. Leonard converted and, eight minutes later,
added a penalty for 22-14.

National 1

T

Fylde showed they still needed to be respected, banging a
penalty to touch deep in the Park 22 and lock Jack Turley
crashed over out wide for 22-19 on the hour.

Fylde, with a strong wind at their backs, made the early going, starving Park of possession and scoring tries through
the back row pair of Ben Vernon and David Fairbrother in
the 14th and 22nd minutes. Both efforts were converted by
fly half Greg Smith for a lead of 0-14.

That was Fylde’s final flourish as Park stepped up their
game. Jamie Harries burst through attempted tackles to
score, bringing the bonus point, converted by Leonard for
29-19 on 69 minutes.

he final margin possibly slightly flatters Park, though they were
still good value for the bonus point win that keeps them in fifth
place in National 1.

Fylde were by now completely flummoxed and the match
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was ended with prop Ali Wade running in a good try, converted by Leonard, while Fylde lost two defenders to the sin
bin. Final score 36-19.

in Cape Town. The pic (from Adam Tyrer) was taken after the game
against Hamilton Dynamiters in the shadow of table mountain.
Nomads came 2nd but a very enjoyable game and we dominated
up front which is always satisfying against the staffers - even managed to score a penalty try from a scrum we drove from 15m out!
The tour rounded off with a trip to swim with great white sharks in
the Indian Ocean and a dinner at the Cape Town Butcher Shop and
Grill (no relation) where the lads attempted to eat their own body
weights in red meat.

Park Fours 45
HAC 26

Middlesex Merit Play-off

C

ometh the hour, cometh the IVs. On what can only be described
as a sublime day in South West London, the Rock was looking
at its most beautiful and artificially green best, ready for IVs to take
centre stage in the playoffs for the third year in a row.
It’s safe to say the IVs had somewhat stumbled into the playoffs
with injuries, stags and holidays decimating numbers. However,
this was a side accustomed to turning it on in the playoffs with
complacency not an option as we knew a well drilled and determined HAC squad was looking for the upset win after a run of good
results to close the regular season.

Park Forwards Coach, Kieran Power, said he was, “Happy
with the result, but not with the first 60 minutes.
“We had lots of changes with youngsters coming in so
overall I’m pleased with the outcome - but there’s a lot of
work to do leading into the match at Coventry next week.
“That’s a big game and we have to be sure we get the development right of the younger players coming in”.
Park: Henderson, Crane, Reay, Kohler; Leonard; Gash; Nwakor, Piper, Maguire; Milne, Frampton; Ovens, Harries, Spencer.
Bench: Vaughan-Edwards, Wade, Taggart, Brand, Grove
Park scorers: Watkins (2T), Crane (T), Harries (T), Wade (T),
Leonard (4C, P)

Clubsides

B

efore getting on to Will Thorogood’s review of the Clubsides’
weekend, we have news and a photo (below) from the Nomads

Following an unusually lengthy and slick warmup we were off and
despite some early Park pressure, HAC ended up gaining the edge
and breaking into Park’s redzone. After giving it the big chat about
making your hits and being physical in defence, Callum unfortunately got a bit confused with HAC’s running lines and allowed the
fly half to walk in barely touched. HAC had got the early break and

The Nomads on tour in Cape Town
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were looking to capitalise. This would be their last sniff at a win
as Park reached into their bag of playoff experience to compose
themselves and set off again. After some deft kicking from Hynsey,
and sustained phase play and pressure from the pack, Park were
camped on the HAC 5 metre line looking to get over the whitewash. It eventually came with Slim Jock redeeming himself and
slipping through the defence to go under the posts. We were back
in it and very much in the ascendency.
From the restart Park were back on the front foot and beginning to
turn the screw on a HAC team now realising the scale of the challenge that lay ahead of them. Despite continued phases on their
line, Park could not quite convert, coughing the ball up or just forcing it that step too far. Salvation however would come through a
HAC scrum on their 5 metre line. After barely winning their own
ball with a rampant front 5 causing havoc in the tight, HAC’s fly
half was forced to scramble for his life to get the kick away, only to
find the lightening quick CHIarman, who charged down the kick,
collected it amongst a sea of arms, and then had the awareness
to touch down before hitting the dead ball line. The IVs were now
becoming on fire, HAC’s defence starting to becoming increasingly
more terrified.
Unfortunately the game took a cruel twist with one of the HAC
players having to be stretchered off for a suspected head injury.
After a lengthy delay, HAC started the brighter after the interlude
appearing to break Park’s momentum. This would be short lived
though as Hynsey and Gus produced some magic down the right
side line. After a back hand pass from Hynes, Gus with work to do
he held off several HAC defenders before somehow managing to
avoid touch and reach the whitewash. 19-7 and Park were rolling.
As has become a trademark for the season, the IVs were then visited by a ghost. No, this wasn’t one of Frtizl’s victims coming back
from the dead to haunt him; it was a beautiful ghost line from Kouj
following a no-look, beautifully timed pop from Andy Foode for
another score under the posts.

This brought in the half and a 26-7 lead for Park, the taste of another final was in their mouths, with just a 40 minute slog into the
wind ahead of them.
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Announcing

T

he lads were at it again straight from the off with a beautiful run
from Rixy inside his 22 getting Park back into HAC’s half. This
was followed by a crafty pick and go from the CHIarman who then
gave the offload for Sumo Chi to score in the corner and begin a
nervous second half desperately avoiding the hat-trick.

The Rosslyn Park FC Club Dinner
8 April 2017 K.O. 7.30PM

Come and celebrate all that is GREAT about Park

Shortly following this Park sealed the game as Hynsey capped off
a sublime all round game audaciously stepping inside from 30 metres out then turning the full back inside out with his footwork and
going round him for another score under the posts.

Dear All
To get everyone in the club together before the end
of the season we are in the process of arranging The
Rosslyn Park FC Club Dinner.

HAC were not done yet though. Despite the game now being well
beyond them, they picked up a well worked try and proceeded
to get back in Park’s 22 after a string of penalties. With the fly half
about to give the killer pass outside for the score in the corner, up
stepped the one and only Pol Pot to pluck the ball out the air and
proceed to outpace everyone for the 95 metre interception. Game,
set and match.

One Evening: One Club
That means we want to encourage all sections of
the club to attend: the minis and their parents, youth
players, clubsides, Slingbacks, Ist XV squad, members, supporters, former players, friends and family...
everyone involved with the Park.

Despite another late consolation from HAC the game was done
and the IVs had overcome a potential banana skin to reach their
3rd playoff final in as many years with a 45-26 win. An opportunity
for the threepeat, glory, immortality.
Man of the match went to the ChIarman and Pilks for outstanding efforts in the loose and tight respectively. Richard of the day
went to Grindr for turning up 30 mins late, however, he left before
his punishment, so obese Chi stepped up to take his pint for him.
A special shout out to the pack though who were outstanding at
scrum and lineout time, while providing a relentless work rate to
get themselves round the pitch. Superb effort from all.

The dinner will be organised to celebrate all that is
great about Rosslyn Park and the focus will be on
you - the people that make up our diverse and vibrant
community.
We are planning this to be a massive party and want
to pack the clubhouse to the seams ....

So on to the final and another match-up with Millfield who have
pieced together an impressive season with one solitary loss…..a
42-5 one to the IVs….

The dinner will take place after the 1st XV home
match against Hull Ionians on Saturday the 8th of
April kicking off around 7.30 in the evening.

W

ill Thorogood added that there were two games at the weekend, one in the northern hemisphere, and one in the southern! Time zones almost the same?! Details of the Nomads in South
Africa are still to filter through, but sure that amity and entente cordial won the day, whatever the result on the field of play or battle?!
A report from the 4’s about their MMT2 Semi-Final Play-Off precedes these notes so, to cut a long story short, the 4’s are through
to the Final (third year on the trot) to meet Millfield Badgers, our
tenants, on the 8th April at Staines RFC! Should be a good one!

We'll be publishing further information shortly we're currently in the process of inviting some very
special guests.
Please spread the word and get in touch with Dom in
the office on: 020 8876 6044 or email: dom.shabbo@
rosslynpark.co.uk with ideas and to book your places.

Rosslyn Park IV’s 45 HAC 3’s 26. As usual, a competitive game, with
a few scares for the 4’s. An early score by HAC Woke the 4’s up from
their Saturday morning slumbers, and then they duly set to work in
building a solid advanatage 26-7 at half time. The boys tired a little
towards the end and conceded a couple of late tries.

staff, who promptly dealt with an HAC player’s potentially serious
neck injury. A concerning few moments. The player went by ambulance to hospital for precautionary examination and appropriate
treatment.

I’d just like to reiterate my respect and thanks to Pippa and her
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Slingbacks

T

he Slingbacks finished their season on a bit of a roll with a
splendid 36-0 win over Crowthorne, to end up on equal points
with the fifth placed clubs. It saw the Slingbacks for the first time
in a couple of seasons being able to name a full squad, and while it
wasn’t quite the strongest possible, it certainly reinforced the view
that they could have finished higher but for injuries and player
availability. To have done this with so many newly recruited youngsters is especially satisfying. What has been really impressive is
the way that, even in the worst situations everyone has worked
for each other without question. The most senior players have always been supportive of the younger ones when errors have been
made.

Alice Lovatt
spurs an attack
Following a successful recruitment campaign the Park girls have
several players of outstanding promise who have improved every game. They could easily hit the ground running next season.
However there is a caveat. There needs to be an improvement in
attendance at training and availability on Sundays. Other teams at
this level train twice a week. It’s still an amateur sport, and there
will always be difficulties with other commitments, but the players
owe it to themselves and to the team to be really diligent. It would
be a real shame to see some outstanding young talent fall short of
reaching its potential.

Robyn Gordon on a
run

Women’s Super Rugby to launch in England

T

Unfortunately the match report did not arrive in time for our deadline, but it was an impressive all round performance, with everyone
playing her part. Robyn Gordon looked a constant menace and, I
think, bagged a couple of tries. Alice Lovatt and Maria Castellina
(who also got a try) ran midfield, while Chrissie Ovendon was the
usual constant thorn in the opposition’s side.

his should not overly affect the Slingbacks immediately but
you may have read that Women’s Super Rugby is coming to
England next season. In a previous Parknews we conjectured as to
what Harlequins knew when they effectively took over Aylesford
Bulls, a small - but immensely talented - Premiership team in Kent.
Now we know: the RFU has confirmed that 10 clubs that have been
offered places, subject to contract, in the new women’s domestic
competition from September 2017. A re-named Aylesford Quins,
playing some home matches at the Stoop, will be part of it.

HARLEQUINS | BATH | LONDON IRISH | BRISTOL
WORCESTER WARRIORS | GLOUCESTER RUGBY
THE ARMY | LOUGHBOROUGH UNI | SEVENTY7S
RAMBLING JESTERS | ESHER | ROSSLYN PARK

THURS 4TH MAY2017
ROSSLYN PARK FC

GATES 4.30PM | KICKOFF 5PM

£15 ON THE GATE | £5 FOR U16s
£10.75 AT LONDONFLOODLITSEVENS.COM

MUSIC | BARS | OUTSIDE CATERING

FINAL AT 10.20PM | NEAREST STATION: BARNES
ROSSLYN PARK FC, UPPER RICHMOND ROAD, ROEHAMPTON SW15 5JH

WWW.LONDONFLOODLITSEVENS.COM
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There are three new entrants to the league that differ from the
current Women’s Premiership: Gloucester-Hartpury and Waterloo
who all compete currently in the leagues below are included while
Loughborough Students will be included with a team called Lightning entering the competition.

score - was Old Albanian 19 Esher 65.

Controversially, there is no place for Lichfield, who are currently sitting in second place in the Premiership, and have been one of the
mainstays of English women’s Rugby for years. They have regularly
staged cup finals and have provided several England Internationals
but are now out in the cold.

This weekend’s matches
Blaydon v Ampthill
Blackheath v Birmingham Moseley
Coventry v Rosslyn Park
Esher v Darlington Mowden Park
Fylde v Old Albanian
Hartpury v Loughborough
Hull Ionian v Cambridge
Macclesfield v Plymouth Albion

The competition will receive a multi-million pound investment
from the RFU over the next three years to help deliver the minimum standards expected and provide high-quality coaching, facilities, training environments and community engagement plans.

T

RFU Director of Professional Rugby Nigel Melville said: “This is another significant development for women’s rugby in this country.
Women’s Super Rugby will drive standards in the game, both domestically and at an elite level, and continue to encourage more
women and girls to play the sport. We now have the opportunity
to build a world-class domestic competition, with the backing and
funding of the RFU, demonstrating the union’s commitment to
growing the game at all levels (sic).”
The competition’s structure has all the teams playing each other
on a home and away basis. The top four teams at the end of the
home-and-way season qualify for the play-offs which follow a 1 v
4, 2 v 3 system. The two winners will play in the final. All clubs will
have to meet the RFU’s Minimum Standards Criteria to remain in
the competition.
Needless to say, there is no promotion or relegation in the first two
seasons of the competition, and so no chance for Lichfield to show
that playing merit can mean as much as money, as most of their
best players will have moved elsewhere by the time they might
have a chance of promotion.
It is a really positive development that the RFU are putting millions of pounds into the development of the womens’ game, and
there is no intention here to knock that. But as soon as money gets
involved, even when it’s something one wants to support, there
always seems to be the sense of a charmed circle that get the lion’s
share. Perhaps one day the RFU will come to the same conclusion
as did the Egyptians thousands of years ago - when you want to
build a pyramid, if it’s going to last make sure you build a strong
base. It’s what holds the rest up.

Mini and Youth Rugby

T

he Club will be running more of the popular Rosslyn Park Academy Training camps during the Easter holidays. There are two
camps: a Coaching camp and an Elite camp. Both run from 10-13
April. Full details and enrolment forms are available from Dom
Shabbo in the Club Office.

National 1 Review

C

hampions Hartpury continued their unbeaten run with a 2634 win at Darlington Mowden Park, though only a late penalty denied the home side a losing bonus point. Plymouth Albion
had a ninth successive win, this time by 45-0 over lowly Blaydon
and look likely to be runners-up as they are eight points ahead of
Ampthill with only four matches remaining. The Amps also recorded a 5-point win, in their case at home to Hull Ionians.
Birmingham Moseley remain fourth, six points ahead of ourselves
in fifth, thanks to a win over basement club Macclesfield, who
fought back from 21-7 down to 21-19 before a late try sunk them
at 28-24. Our next opponents, Coventry, kept up the pressure,
a point behind ourselves with a 36-27 away win at Cambridge.
Blackheath are seventh after a 35-32 defeat at Loughborough.
Perhaps the surprise result of the day - certainly in terms of the

his year’s staging of London’s premier clubs’ Sevens tournament takes place on Thursday 04 May, kicking off at
5:00PM, with the final at 10:20PM. Teams due to participate
include Harlequins, Wasps, Worcester Warriors, London Scots,
Richmond, Esher, Loughborough University and the sevens
specialist invitation side Rambling Jesters along with - of
course - Rosslyn Park. This is one of the Club’s biggest fund raising events so please do come along and bring as many others
as you can.

Please note that even Members need to have
a ticket. Admission on the night will be £15
but you can get tickets online in advance for
£10.75: there’s a link from the tournament
website at www.londonfloodlitsevens.com
If you want to watch in luxury there are still a few hospitality
packages available. Whether you want to get together a few
friends and colleagues to watch some quality sevens in style,
or you’d like to provide some corporate hospitality in friendly
and professional surroundings, our entertainment packages
provide the full range of options. Speak to Dom Shabbo in the
club office.

400 Club

If you’d like to enjoy the chance of winning monthly cash prizes
- including a jackpot bonus at he end of the year - while helping
your club, then please contact Boothy in the Club office.

Away travel

Advance rail tickets are on sale for the match at Blaydon on 22
April. It currently looks cheapest to buy two single tickets at around
£27 each (£18:50 if you have a railcard) than to buy a return. Newcastle is the station to book to and there is a frequent bus service to
Blaydon from outside the station that takes about 15-20 minutes.
Please note that this match will kick off at 2:30PM.

Northern Lights

R

arely, this Parknews does not contain any photos from David
Whittam. Fear not, our resident lensman has not come to harm
but was otherwise engaged last Saturday on a ship off the coast
of Norway photographing the Northern Lights. He will be back
for Coventry this weekend (and thanks to Marian for covering the
Fylde match).

Next Parknews

P

arknews generally appears on the Club website some time
between Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons every week, so just remember to look
out for it. Alternatively, if you would like to
receive a ‘tweet’ when each edition is posted
on the Internet, you can opt to ‘follow’ the @
RPNoseyParker Twitterfeed.
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Rosslyn Park HSBC National Schools 7s

Last week saw the staging of a hugely successful Rosslyn Park HSBC National Schools
7s under Tournament Director Dom
Shabbo. The cold and windy weather was
the only disappointment, but the crowds
attending appeared even bigger than
normal. Thanks to all the volunteers and
sponsors that make this wonderful annual
festival possible.
The winners, with result of Finals were:
Under 18s Cup:
Cranleigh 28 Brighton 7
Under 18s Plate:
Woodhouse Grove 19 Wellington 14
Under 18s Vase:
St Johns College 26 Cheltenham College 24
Colts:
Wellington College 19 Millfield 14
Girls AASE
Hartpury 36 Worthing 7
Girls
Amman Valley 12 Blundells 10
Juniors and Prep Schools
There are no winners to report of the Junior
and Prep School tournaments as the new
RFU guidelines preclude tournaments that
find overall winners before Under-12s. Instead Waterfall Tournaments were played
(and greatly enjoyed) for these schools in
which the winners of each group go through
to ‘A’ groups in the second phase. Second,
third and fourth places in each group go
through to B, C, and D groups respectively.
But there are no overall winners.

DISCLAIMER

Any views expressed in this publication are those of the individual contributors, and are not those of the Club, its Officials or
employees unless specifically stated to be so. Potential litigants
should note that the Editor is skint and therefore not worth suing.
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THE SEASON SO FAR IN FIGURES
1st XV Appearances 2016-17
Total
Andrew Henderson 25
Adam Frampton
23
Harry Leonard
23
Mark Kohler
23
Hugo Ellis
22
Henry Robinson
21
Russell Weir
19
Stewart Maguire
19
Ali Wade
18
Mark Lilley
17
Ed Milne
17
Jamie Harries
16
T.Vaughan-Edwards 16
Paul Spivey
15
Mo Nwakor
15
Richard Boyle
14
James Inglis
14
Charlie Piper
14
Andy Reay
13
Scott Sneddon
11
Will Crow
11
Jack Gash
11
Ollie Grove
11
Harry Broadbent
10
Adam Bellamy
10
S.Aspland-Robinson 10
Nick Lovell
10
Harry Hudson
10
Josh Ovens
10
Josh Watkins
9
Rory Brand
8
David Vincent
7
Dom Morris
6
Toby Berridge
6
Todd Gleave
4
Alexis Ziana Montout 4
Frank Taggart
4
Rhys Crane
4
Adam Field
3
Henry Spencer
2
Dan Barnes
1
Will Bowley
1
Fergus Farrell
1
Conor McGrath
1

starts
25
23
22
21
21
20
18
17
8
14
16
8
7
14
6
9
11
11
11
8
4
6
7
6
5
10
6
9
10
7
4
7
6
5
3
1
3
3
1
1
-

came on
1
2
1
1
7
2
10
3
8
9
1
8
5
3
3
2
3
7
5
4
4
5
4
1
2
4
1
1
4
3
1
1
1
1
1

sub
3
2
1
1
6
2
9
3
7
7
1
8
5
3
3
3
3
10
6
4
4
6
2
1
1
3
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

went off
3
5
1
1
2
7
13
6
12
6
5
1
6
5
6
2
7
4
4
3
6
4
4
5
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
-

Miscellaneous

Pts
52
15
234
30
30
30
20
25
20
5
10
15
10
25
10
93
5
10
25
5
10
25
10
15
10
5
10
-

1st XV Points scorers 2016-17
			Points
Harry Leonard 		
223
Scott Sneddon		
93
Andrew Henderson 		
52
Mark Kohler 		
30
Henry Robinson
		
30
Hugo Ellis 			
30
Rory Brand		
25
Charlie Piper		
25
Harry Hudson
		
25
Stewart Maguire		
25
Russell Weir		
20
Adam Frampton		
15
Dom Morris		
15
Ali Wade			15
Tom Vaughan-Edwards
10
Jamie Harries		
10
Adam Bellamy		
10
Ed Milne			10
Andy Reay			10
Todd Gleave		
10
David Vincent		
10
Rhys Crane		
5
Jack Gash			5
Mark Lilley			5
Alexis Ziana Montout		
5
Josh Ovens		
5

Kicking

Harry Leonard		
104 points
53 out of 65 conversions
31 out of 39 penalties
Accuracy Percentage 80.77%
Scott Sneddon		
33 points
14 out of 15 conversions
19 out of 25 penalties
Accuracy Percentage 82.5%
(only players with at least 10 attempts are included). Stat not updated since last week

Where tries have been scored and conceded:
			For
Against
Total tries			92
69

Park have scored and conceded tries as follows:
			For
Against
Home 			53
31
Away			39
38
Total			92
69
First half			44
37
Second half		
48
31
Minutes
0-20			19
16
20-40			25
23
40-60			19
15
60-80			29
17
All the statistics on this page are taken from

www.statbunker.com

If any player believes any statistic attributed to him is inaccurate
please contact the editor, who will contact Statbunker

Backs			47
Forwards			42

42
23

Full back			9
Wingers			14
Centres			10
Half backs			14

4
17
11
10

Front row			22
Second row		
3
Back row			17
Penalty tries		
3

5
5
13
4

Average home attendance
Average away attendance

9

618 (5th in league)
528 (6th in league)
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